
2009 FOOTBALL PLAYOFF OBSERVATIONS AND PROBLEMS: 

 

1
ST

 Round 

 

I appreciate the extra effort our playoff crews are making and their commitment to excellence. 

Overall the crews have done very well. 

 

We had a problem getting one game started on time because of a bus problem but the game 

went along just fine. 

 

Another time problem however occurred at another site where the game was started 2 ½ 

minutes before the scheduled time.  This screwed up the radio people.  Don’t know why the 

referee chose to do this but it should never have happened.   

Our back judges are fading with deep receiver real well, I stand up and cheer when they are still 

deeper than the deepest receiver. 

 

Plays out of bounds need the wing to hold the spot and continue to officiate.  The referee or 

back judge needs to get over there and help, but not both of them, unless a problem occurs.  

Three sets of eyes are one set too many. 

 

Each crew should go over a check list of items each official must have to work the game.  When 

someone forgets their whistle, I blame it on the whole crew. 

 

Wings need to remember to help the back judges get incomplete passes and punted balls off 

the field.  We need to get our referees more involved with ball exchanges  -  develop a plan. 

Interesting play:  Defensive pass interference during a touchdown, a completed pass play.  The 

offense chose to penalize on the kickoff.  The kickoff, from R’s 45, then went out of bounds.  

The receivers chose to take the ball at their 20-yard line rather than to have K re-kick.  I had a 

bunch of questions from the media about this play.  It was done correctly.  The crew did a good 

job of communicating.  The fans were screaming that the ball should have been placed at R’s 

35-yard line. 

 

Don’t you just love it when you can show up these folks! 
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We had a roughing the kicker penalty on a punt play.  K had a first down after enforcement.  

The referee started the clock on the ready instead of on the snap.  See 3-4-3c. 

 

Also a referee announced a fouling player number over the field microphone.  We are not to do 

this! 

 

Wings, be vigilant with wide-outs being inside the numbers prior to the ball being marked 

ready, or inside the numbers if they go in motion.  Wings also need to come in to the spot when 

it is close to the front stick, do not have the ball tossed out to you. 

Unsportsmanlike dead ball fouls against both teams – defense committed the first foul.  

Careful, you may need to step off both penalties in this case because the enforcement against 

the defense may result in a first down for A.  Then step off the foul against A and set the stakes.  

If a possible first down is involved or if half the distance is involved – step them off.  The Line 

Judge will be at the original enforcement yard line so you will have a reference if both are 15 

yarders.  Otherwise, just signal dead ball fouls each way and place the ball where it is.  Do not 

show they are offsetting by signal. 

 

Also, illegal touching is a loss of down foul, from the spot of the foul or from the previous spot, 

whichever “hurts the worst”. 

I had a problem reported to me from a game administrator:  A playoff crew brought several 

other people in the gate with them.  Some of these people thought they should be permitted 

on the field.  Other officials from this same board thought they should also be permitted on the 

field.  These actions are very unprofessional.  Fans need to pay to get in and fellow board 

members need to be in the stands. 

 

 

3
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Once again, illegal touching raised its ugly head.  If an ineligible muffs or catches an untouched 

legal forward pass, anywhere, it is illegal touching (signal 16) and a foul during a loose ball 

play.  If the touch is behind the line then the spot of enforcement will be from the touch spot 

and this penalty carries a loss of down (signal 9). 

 

We also had what I refer to as a “fairy flag”.  This is where the official raises his flag to toss it 

and looses control of it and the flag flutters to the ground behind the official.  Kind of like Terry 



Bradshaw used to do with a football – he would rare back to throw and the ball would fall out 

of his hand behind him. 

Umpires need to be facing the offense so they can get the numbers, count the offense and 

recognize the formation.  Walking away from the line of scrimmage looking back at the back 

judge is not good officiating. 

 

 SUPER SIX 

 

Games were well worked.  Each crew performed to the max.   

In game one, sideline discipline was not what we want.  Also there was a blocked punt close to 

K’s goal and the linesman left the line of scrimmage toward the goal line.  He must stay on the 

line of scrimmage until the kick has ended to determine if the kick crosses the line of 

scrimmage. 

In game two, the kicking team committed kick catching interference on a free kick and no flag 

was thrown.  Remember, the kicking team may not catch an ungrounded free kick.  One of the 

teams was calling out defensive signals at a time when the offense was calling signals.  One 

“ATTA-BOY” for the umpire catching that one.  Linesmen must handle clip to change ends of the 

field at the end of a quarter.  Do not let the chain crew have that responsibility.  We also had an 

intentional grounding called.  Another “ATTA-BOY”.   

In game three, the crew working the game had to switch to 4-man mechanics late in the 4
th

 

period when the referee came up lame.  They did well.  We all need to review 4-man stuff.  You 

never know!  Also in this game there was a fumble by a runner as he got near his opponents 

goal.  No bean bags, we could have really sold that call with bean bags. 

 

Guys, 

 

The 2009 football season has come to an end.  Let’s work on preparing for the 2010 football 

season, beginning now. 

 

Thanks for a good year. 

Mike 

 


